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About us
mission statement

04.

We are passionate professionals who endlessly strives
to connect superior brands to people. 



Momentum Distribution Co., Ltd. started as three earlyadopter entrepreneurs 
desire to explore the world with full of curiosity. 

Never satisfied, members now try to introduce the global goods to South Korea

About us
business area

05.
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Business Commencement
Established Momentum Distribution Co., Ltd.
The Exclusive Distributor of tomtoc Brand in Korea
Distribution Contract with :    
Apple Premium Resellers
Department Store Brands
Retail Store Brands
E-Commerce Markets
Independent Websites
Kakaotalk(Korea’s No. 1 messenger)

tomtoc Reseller Contract with :       
Official Distributor of Microsoft
Official Distributor of Wacom

Engaging of Marketing Activities with Microsoft
Optimization of Supply Chain
Launched Official Instagram for tomtoc
Started Renewal of tomtoc Website

Launched Localized tomtoc Website 1.0

Stabilization
Ranked #15 in Laptop Pouches Category, 
#3 in Premium Laptop Pouches Category

Sold More Than 30,000 units in One Brand (tomtoc)
Source : Naver (naver.com)

2018 2019
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Expected
Retail Strategy :
  Customized Distribution Channel for New Brands
  Distribution Optimization on Offline Markets
  Discover Retail Market Partners

Brand Communication :
  Launch tomtoc Website 2.0
  Investment on Online Marketing Strategies
  Execute Promotion Activities on Core Targets

Brand Experience :
  1 Dedicated Offline Store in Seoul
  Launch 2+ Brands

Sales :
  Ranked #6 in Laptop Pouches Category, 
  #1 in Premium Laptop Pouches Category

  30% Sales Increase in Value
  Support Product Education for Offline Partners

2020

Source : Naver (naver.com)
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Offline Distribution Channels

Our Partners :

It is more than important to present and visualize items 
in offline markets. With a powerful distribution network 
we have, Momentum Distribution Co., Ltd delivers the 
same product and services nationwide.



Distribution
offline stores - Frisbee
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Frisbee
Frisbee is the largest Apple Premium Reseller in Korea among others. 
Since 2009, Frisbee opened total 14 stores nationwide and all of them are fully operational. 



Distribution
offline stores - KMUG

11.

KMUG
KMUG started as a community for iMac and Macbook users. Their business areas include 3 Apple Premium Reseller 
offline stores nationwide and 1 online store. 
KMUG delivers news and publishes magazines for people and holds a strong position in Apple-Mac communities.
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offline stores - Neptune
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Neptune
Neptune started in 2009 as an Apple Premuim Reseller and expanded its business area to distribute other brands 
such as tomtoc, Western Digital, and Microsoft. 
8 offline stores are available nationwide.
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Online Distribution Channel
We have a powerful online network with strong distribution partners. You can find our product 
everywhere apart from our own Naver Smartstore. Some of our representative partners are the following. 
We are currently in renewal process of tomtoc 2.0 website.



Distribution
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Opened in July, 1997, Shinsaegae mall sells more than 44 
categories and more than 4 million kinds of items. 
Originally a famous department store brand, Shinsaegae 
Mall closely works with its subsidiary brands for broader 
distribution.

Opened in July, 1997, Shinsaegae mall sells more than 44 Opened in July, 1997, Shinsaegae mall sells more than 44 
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Lotte is a strong player in both online and offline markets. 
Started as a department store brand, over 20 years of 
history proves that it is one of the most necessary channel 
in terms of distribution.

Lotte is a strong player in both online and offline markets. Lotte is a strong player in both online and offline markets. 
Started as a department store brand, over 20 years of Started as a department store brand, over 20 years of 
history proves that it is one of the most necessary channel history proves that it is one of the most necessary channel 
in terms of distribution.in terms of distribution.
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GS Shop is the first mover of TV shopping in Korea in 1995. 
The brand later moved on to internet, mobile,
data homeshopping and other channels. It focuses solely 
on online retail channels. 

GS Shop is the first mover of TV shopping in Korea in 1995. GS Shop is the first mover of TV shopping in Korea in 1995. 
The brand later moved on to internet, mobile,The brand later moved on to internet, mobile,
data homeshopping and other channels. It focuses solely data homeshopping and other channels. It focuses solely 
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10 x 10 is a design-oriented shopping mall started in 2001. 
The brand aims for ‘design emotional channel’ and focuses 
on interaction with website users.  

10 x 10 is a design-oriented shopping mall started in 2001. 10 x 10 is a design-oriented shopping mall started in 2001. 
The brand aims for ‘design emotional channel’ and focuses The brand aims for ‘design emotional channel’ and focuses 
on interaction with website users.  on interaction with website users.  
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Asia’s biggest fashion commerce company which aims for 
both brand and consumers’ satisfaction. Their goal for 
2020 includes developing a global platform and 
transaction amount over 810 million USD.

Asia’s biggest fashion commerce company which aims for Asia’s biggest fashion commerce company which aims for 
both brand and consumers’ satisfaction. Their goal for both brand and consumers’ satisfaction. Their goal for 
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Founded in Los Angeles, tomtoc has been widely favored 
by users and a lot of authoritative and influential media all 
over the world. For example, our Versatile Laptop Sleeve & 
Shoulder Bag Series were dubbed “A Great Laptop Bag“ by 
Wirecutter. Our Nintendo Switch Protection Series was 
named “The Best Slim Case for Nintendo Switch Console” 
by Wirecutter in 2019 and won the iMore Choice Prize.

tomtoc is an innovative, tech-savvy, and fashionable 
design-driven brand dedicated to protecting your digital 
gear. We are committed to building products with the 
customer in mind, under the umbrella of high quality, 
functionality, protectiveness and custom made for the 
perfect fit. You can protect the tech you rely on and 
enhance a happy digital life on the go with tomtoc.
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Retail Strategy is a key element for a brand to settle and grow. Momentum Distribution 
provides premium retail shops tailored to the brand. 
Moreover, we work closely with the connected retail shops for sales and advertisements 
and these collaboration makes the brand to have the maximum performance with an 
ideal brand positioning.

Retail Strategy

It is important for a seller to fully understand the product and present them to 
customers with confidence. Our sales team is ready 24/7 for a full support, based on a 
close relationship with our retail channels. We aim for a great, satisfying shopping 
experience with our products.

Sales

Retail
brand

EXPERINCE

STAFF

INSTORE

COMMUNICATION

VISUAL

MERCHANDISING

STORE
MASS - MEDIA

COMMUNICATION

PRICE

ASSORTMENT

SERVICE
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Momentum Distribution is focused on delivering the same brand values and messages 
which the brand pursues. From strategies to execution, we continuously work with 
partner brands for an ideal alignment.

Brand Experience

Momentum Distribution believes that the brand communication is necessary in order to 
make the brand keep alive. We have made partnerships with various influencers and 
medias to execute the brand communication, not to mention the optimized brand 
localization in Korea.

Brand Communication25

99
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#807 Woosung SB Tower II,
220, Gonghang-daero, 
Gangseo-gu, Seoul, Korea

#807 Woosung SB Tower II,
220, Gonghang-daero, 
Gangseo-gu, Seoul, Korea

address contact

mmtd.kr
tomtoc.co.kr
smartstore.naver.com/tomtoc

online

SEONG WOO LEE
Co-CEO
samlee@mmtd.kr
+82-70-7720-3462


